Conditions associated with adherence to HIV post-sexual exposure prophylaxis

Condições associadas à adesão à profilaxia pós-exposição sexual ao HIV
Condiciones asociadas con la adhesión a la profilaxis post-exposición al VIH

ABSTRACT

Objective: To analyze conditions which interfere with adherence to HIV post-sexual exposure prophylaxis. Method: Cross-sectional study conducted in two health care services specializing in HIV/AIDS in São Paulo city. Interviewees included men and women who were eighteen or older, sought care due to consensual sexual relation, and had a recommendation for prophylaxis. The questionnaires which compose the social reproduction index and adherence to prophylaxis were used as parameters. Non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney tests and summation of the employed instrument through programs Excel® and Statistical Package for the Social Sciences® were performed. Ethical principles have been respected. Results: Forty-nine users have been identified; their mean age was 34.7 and they were predominantly men (95.9%). Out of these, 83.6% were men who have sex with men. The conditions which correlated with adherence \((p<0.05)\) were taking post-sexual exposure prophylaxis prior to that appointment and continuing to take the medication. Conclusion: Health professionals are responsible for establishing rapport with service users, especially during the first appointment, to contribute to adherence interventions plans.
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INTRODUCTION

From the onset of the AIDS epidemic, in the 1980’s, to 2018, around 74.9 million people are estimated to have been infected with HIV, with 32 million deaths from an AIDS-related complication(1-3). As a response to the impacts of HIV, treatment and control efforts have been intensifying to minimize damage from the evolution of this disease until an AIDS clinical condition is established(1-5).

Treatment for HIV has improved in various ways with the implementation of antiretroviral therapy (ART) from the 1990s to 2000. It started a new phase in disease control, ensuring improvements in the quality of life of people living with HIV. Consequences of ART include stronger infection control through a reduction in hospitalization and mortality rate, in addition to immune system improvements that decreased infections with other opportunistic diseases(1-5).

Advancements towards reduction of new HIV infection cases are related to technological developments in prevention related to both diagnosis and treatment. Funding, improvements, and continuation of educational prevention programs add up to bring positive outcomes for fighting HIV. Changes in the preventive and responsibility discourses aimed at a specific population have enabled work focused on recognizing vulnerabilities in different social contexts which directly affect individuals, contributing to the development of new strategies for fighting this disease(2-7).

As an attempt to fill gaps to prevent and reduce the number of HIV infections, a combined prevention strategy was developed, increasing the number of options by combining one or more preventive strategies(1-2). These methods include behavioral interventions, such as incentives to changes in sexual practices, aimed at reducing damage by employing preventive methods, structural interventions, such as educational campaigns and the fight for human rights; and biomedical interventions, which consist of offering penile or vaginal condoms, pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP), and post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP)(2-7).

This study concentrates on PEP(6), which consists of the use of antiretrovirals (ARV) with a combination of two or three medications for 28 days to be started in up to 72 hours after virus exposure to avoid its reproduction and, consequently, infection transmission, guaranteeing an improved prophylaxis efficacy(6-8).

In Brazil, PEP has been available in the health services network since 1999 and was initially indicated as a form of prevention for health professionals exposed to direct contact with body fluids through piercing and cutting material(2-4). From 2010 onwards it became a broader therapeutic intervention: in addition to its role in care for health professionals, it is directed at people who had unprotected sexual exposure, which characterizes thus sexual PEP. Prophylaxis, which is thoroughly available via Unified Health System (Sistema Único de Saúde – SUS), represents a public health measure for preventing HIV infections(3-4).

Upon consultation of the literature to identify findings on PEP, few Brazilian studies were found to explore its mechanism of action, the treatment process and, more specifically, the conditions surrounding the start of ARV use. Prophylaxis adherence interferes directly with its efficacy, whose possible barriers are sociodemographic characteristics, such as employment and residency status, associated to social reproduction, lack of information, inappropriate professional care, distance from health services, and difficulty in using the medication(6-9). By understanding the conditions associated to PEP adherence, it is possible to contribute with improvements in public policies, making them more effective against the HIV epidemic, as well as to upgrade health assistance, involving health professionals – specially nursing personnel – and service users(6-7).

Considering these aspects, it is necessary to focus on the magnitude of the epidemic in São Paulo city, where HIV/AIDS was first identified in Brazil: between 1980 and 2018, 99,905 cases of AIDS were identified in São Paulo(3). From this perspective, this study aimed at analyzing conditions which interfere with the adherence to sexual HIV PEP by health service users in São Paulo city, Brazil.

METHOD

DESIGN OF STUDY

This is a cross-sectional study.

Adherence was employed as a conceptual reference(8-9). This was understood as the sum of conditions associated to individuals’ development in society, not limited to the outcomes of singular attitudes or behavior but considering also the reality surrounding their insertion in the social group and their life habits.

LOCAL

Although access to PEP is provided also in health services, such as first-aid posts in hospitals, reference centers, and testing and counselling centers(1-4), the present study was conducted in two HIV/AIDS specialized care services (SCS) in the Center and Southeast regions of the city which offer PEP routinely. These host actions for care, prevention, and treatment of people living with HIV/AIDS which are laid out in São Paulo’s Municipal Program for STI/AIDS(3-4).

Exams conducted in these services include rapid tests, conventional exams – in which the collected material is sent to a clinical laboratory for analysis and HIV detection – and tests for syphilis and hepatitis B and C. Their users can also collect material for the prevention of sexually transmitted infections (STI), such as male and female condoms, in addition to lubricant gel. First care is provided to users by professionals responsible for the reception; users are then forwarded to the physician and other professionals for follow-up. Specifically for the process of orientation and start of sexual PEP, a mean six to eight people/day are received in the central region service, and three to four are received in the southeast region service. The regions in which health services are located have a high AIDS detection rate (DR): southeast (35.5 per 100,000 inhabitants) and center (112 per 100,000 inhabitants); República – where one of the analyzed health services is located – is the neighborhood with the highest DR: 132.4 per 100,000 inhabitants.
SELECTION CRITERIA

The established inclusion criteria were men and women older than 18 who sought the service due to consented sexual relation, had an indication of post-exposure chemoprophylaxis according to clinical protocol and the therapeutic directives for PEP\(^4\), and returned after 30 days for the first appointment after finishing the ARV. The exclusion criterion was indication of PEP for occupational exposure and situations involving sexual violence. The sample was by convenience and the final sample of interviewees corresponded to the users who met the research's inclusion criteria and accepted to participate in the period proposed for data collection; this amounted to 49 users.

DATA COLLECTION

The data were collected between July 2017 and February 2018. The users were invited to participate in this research after being approached by the researcher (after the follow-up visit to the health professional). Users were ensured to be in a private environment; the answers were registered by the researcher.

The interviews were conducted with two instruments. The first was the social reproduction index (SRI)\(^10\), employed to obtain data for socioeconomic characterization. This instrument was a means to understand the dimension of production (work card registration, years of education, occupational qualification, conduction of activities, professional training course) and consumption (home ownership or lack thereof, access to public water, electricity, and sewage services, payment of Urban Building and Land Tax (Imposto Predial e Territorial Urbano - IPTU), religious practice, and leisure activities). These dimensions are significant to identify social groups (G), which were divided into four categories: GI, GII, GIII, and GIV. The categories GI and GII imply better life conditions and access to health services; GIII and GIV indicate characteristics of social vulnerability\(^10\). Differences in characteristics among these groups may interfere with adherence\(^9\).

The second instrument is inspired by the study Cuestionario para la Evaluación de la Adhesión al Tratamiento Antiretroviral (CEAT-VIH), in a Brazilian adaptation\(^11\). This instrument tackles issues which may help understand the easiness and difficulties of PEP adherence, such as whether users employed some strategy to remember and/or facilitate medication use, if there was some difficulty taking medication or whether they presented some adverse reaction\(^11\). These questions are related to the health process which, depending on the users' understanding, may make them more active or more passive regarding medication adherence\(^9\). In this adaptation, terms associated to HIV were changed to cover PEP. Two of the twenty questions had to be removed because they were directed at the process of treating people living with HIV and were unapplicable to people using PEP.

The score of the original CEAT-VIH ranges from 17 to 89: seventeen questions have a score between 1 and 5, one has a score between 0 and 2, and two have a score between 0 and 1\(^11\). In the present study, 18 questions were used. One of them, which had a score between 0 and 1 in the original instrument, was adapted to have a score between 1 and 5, standardizing the values attributed to the variables. Finally, the instrument included 18 questions with a score between 1 and 5. The total score obtained from the sum of all the items ranged thus from 18 (minimum) to 90 (maximum).

Since there is yet no protocol to define whether a user has adhered to PEP, this study proposes that adherence be evaluated by a score achieved in the adherence scale, as established in the original instrument\(^11\). In the original questionnaire, Pearson correlation was performed to test the hypothesis that the higher the adherence, the lower the viral load would be. The results showed a significant inverse correlation. In the variance analysis (ANOVA) of a factor to classify the sample into three groups through adherence degree, the categories low/insufficient adherence (≤ 74), good/appropriate adherence (75 to 79), and strict adherence (≥ 80) were established from the score. For this study, due to sample size, classification into two groups was opted for. Thus, adherence was admitted as low/insufficient (score ≤ 74) or good/appropriate (score ≥ 75).

DATA TREATMENT AND ANALYSIS

Programs used for statistical analysis included Excel\(^\text{®}\), for the elaboration of a database, and Statistical Package for the Social Sciences\(^\text{®}\) (SPSS) for the analysis itself. In the case of sociodemographic, knowledge and PEP usage variables, non-parametric tests Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney were performed, with the summation of the values of the employed instrument, applying statistical associations among the obtained values.

ETHICAL ASPECTS

The research project was approved by Universidade de São Paulo’s Nursing School Research Ethics Committee in Opinion n. 2.070.719, dated May 18, 2017, and, after an amendment, in Opinion n. 2.240.516, dated August 25, 2017. It was also approved by the São Paulo City Hall in Opinion n. 2.077.096, dated May 23, 2017 and, after an amendment, in Opinion n. 2.315.681, dated October 5, 2017, in accordance with the established in Resolution n. 466/12, by the National Health Council. All participants signed the Informed Consent Form (ICF) and all their questions were answered.

RESULTS

The interviewees comprised 49 SCS users. These were predominantly men (95.9%) who identified with the male gender (93.9%) and were white skinned (49.0%), single (85.7%), with a mean age of 34.7 years, standard deviation (SD) of 10.6 and a median of 34 years (minimum 19 and maximum 68 years), 8 years of education or more (93.9%), and with no religion (40.8%). In the social group distribution, GI (53.1%) prevailed, followed by GII (30.6%).

Out of the total, 83.6% are men who have sex with men (MSM) and 12.3% are men who have relations only with women. Regarding PEP, 75.5% had prior knowledge of it and 44.9% had used it before the new indication (Table 1).
Regarding user distribution per sociodemographic variables and their correlation with adherence, being married or in a domestic partnership presented a mean correlation of 77.7 and 77.0, respectively. Black skin presented a mean of 74.2 (SD ±7.9). Concerning religion, not having any presented a mean 78.0 (SD ±5.3) (Table 2).

In relation to the adherence scale of the total of users, there was a 49 to 88 score variation, with a mean 75.7 (SD ±7.4). In addition, low/insufficient adherence (score ≤ 74) was presented by Catholics (72.4%), Evangelicals (72.2%), those in GIV (61.0%), and those who had used PEP before the new indication (73.1%), whether they stopped taking the medication or not. Statistically significant variables for conditions which interfere with PEP adherence included having used PEP previously and having stopped to take the medication (p<0.05) (Table 2).

Table 2 – User distribution per sociodemographic variables and their correlation with adherence – São Paulo, SP, Brazil, 2019.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Had prior knowledge of PEP</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>75.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had used PEP previously</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>44.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, males were predominant in relation to females in seeking sexual PEP; this is corroborated by findings of studies from other countries[12-22]. This research has also found a higher percentage of MSM who seek sexual PEP, converging with other studies[12,15-17].

In the historical context of HIV/AIDS, men, and most specifically MSM, were socially associated to the stigma attributed to this disease and had difficulties in adhering to preventive measures[4,18], which characterizes a condition of vulnerability to HIV infection. When it comes to public policies, MSM represent a key population to whom preventive actions for this disease are directed. However, such actions are currently insufficient, considering that the incidence of infections has been increasing in many countries[11-16]. In a study performed in 12 Brazilian capitals, in which 4,176 MSM were interviewed, 18.4% of them were found to be infected with HIV in 2016 — i.e., almost 1 in every 5 MSM lived with HIV, which indicates flaws in adherence to preventive methods[19].

Adherence to prophylaxis is influenced by different conditions. The studies emphasize that favorable conditions for the adherence to PEP include the types of ARV used, little or no side-effect, age of majority, education level, being male, rapport between patient and health professionals, having received appropriate orientation, and being received in a discreet environment for counselling in the first appointment and during returns[6,12-15,20-23].

In this study, 93.9% of users reported being men. The literature points out that there are differences in the access of women to services directed at HIV/AIDS, when compared to men[14,18,20]. The number of women infected with HIV has increased between 2006 and 2016 in Brazil, especially in the age ranges between 15 and 19 years and older than 60 years[6], which may indicate their difficulty of access to preventive measures, making them more vulnerable to STI[20].

In this sense, there is a need for exploring the specificities of these populational segments, considering their differences...
and singularities in fighting HIV, especially in comparison to the male population\textsuperscript{16,18-20}.

Concerning the use of PEP, users with no previous experience presented a higher mean adherence (77.8; ±7.6; \(p=0.007\)), classified as good/appropriate, when compared to people who were repeating prophylaxis (73.1; ±6.4). Continuing with medication was also significant for the adherence (\(p=0.043\)) and proper observation of PEP. These results are similar to those of a different study\textsuperscript{13}. However, a study shows that, for a better adherence to prophylaxis, it does not suffice to provide medication to the users and schedule them to return 30 days later with no direct follow-up of the appropriate use of PEP. The importance of improving communication strategies and following these users through the duration of prophylaxis is emphasized\textsuperscript{24-28}.

Users who were performing PEP for the second time or more presented an inferior adherence to prophylaxis compared to those who had been taking it for the first time. Given the susceptibility to the risks of HIV infection, it is valid that professionals evaluate the needs of these users to understand the reasons for their unprotected sexual relations, evaluating the possibility of planning an alternative prevention with the use of PrEP, since this strategy would be beneficial and frequent use of PEP would be avoided\textsuperscript{13}. A study conducted in Israel found a rate of adherence to PEP of 91%; the reasons included detailed explanations on the importance of adherence, the use of few medications (only once a day), support measures in case of side-effects, and professional mental health support\textsuperscript{28}. A combination of prophylactic interventions for the reduction of risks was shown to be more favorable for users than PEP alone\textsuperscript{12,28}.

The studies point that factors which tend to disfavor PEP adherence are being an immigrant, having no healthcare plan, having a common cold, having difficulty to swallow the ARV, taking a daily dose following a fixed schedule, suffering with side-effects, having other STI, and recurrent exposure to unprotected sexual intercourse. This demonstrates thus that, even when users returned to health services for follow-up, PEP was not necessarily adhered to and the reduction in adherence is related not only to the ARV, but also to conditioning factors which determine the use of medication and the proper follow-up of prophylaxis by users\textsuperscript{12,13,22,26}.

When analyzing the users’ previous knowledge of PEP, a percentage of 24.5% was noticed not to understand prophylaxis. A study has shown that PEP still faces challenges, since almost two thirds of people ignore prophylaxis and those who affirm to know it do not have enough information on its function and how it should be used\textsuperscript{28}. A study conducted in the United States has shown that some health professionals are unaware of this prophylaxis method and emphasizes that 39.3% of clinical physicians affirmed to have never prescribed PEP due to lack of knowledge on its function and its benefits to users\textsuperscript{22}.

Concerning sociodemographic profile, white-skinned users who had eight or more years of education were predominant. Social groups I and II amounted to 83.2% of the interviewees, showing that most were in good life conditions per the dimension of production and consumption analyzed with SRI\textsuperscript{10}. This population profile is observed in São Paulo state and in studies conducted in developed countries\textsuperscript{12-13}. Population in worse life conditions possibly simply do not visit health services, since the increase of new HIV infection cases in Brazil is identified predominantly in brown and black, low-income, and low-education populations, especially when considering the states in the North and Northeast regions, indicating a difficulty of access to preventive and prophylactic methods for these individuals\textsuperscript{2-8}.

Given the data found, it is important to consider economic differences, health public policies, and care provided in the different regions of Brazil, which reflect the barriers in access to preventive methods, affecting directly the most vulnerable social groups\textsuperscript{4-7,20} and, thus, adherence to PEP. A study conducted in 2013 has shown that South and Southwest Brazil offered better conditions for access to health services to the populations\textsuperscript{22}; even so, these are exactly the areas whose municipalities have the highest rates of AIDS incidence, which highlights the need for considering expanding investment to enhance SUS and policies for fighting the epidemic. The state of São Paulo, a pioneer in establishing policies to fight STI, and especially HIV/AIDS\textsuperscript{24}, has been promoting the decentralization of actions to municipalities, which enables advances in SUS structure and is reflected in better access to health services\textsuperscript{29}.

When analyzing the scores, being a Catholic or Evangelical, belonging to GIV, having used PEP previously, and having stopped taking the medication or not emerged as conditions of low/inappropriate adherence; however, when statistical associations were calculated, these variables were not significant. The variables marital status, skin color, and education were also not statistically significant.

The lack of statistical association for variables of social group and education diverges from what is observed in other studies, in which adherence was directly associated to groups with higher education, better social conditions, and access to health services, such as insurance, health plans, and specialized care\textsuperscript{14,26-27}. This study presented a homogenous sample which had 8 years of education or more (93%); also, GI and GHI concentrated 83.2% of interviewees, which may have reflected in the result of the statistical analysis. At the same time, socially vulnerable individuals are possibly not accessing health services to use PEP, as previously presented.

According to authors, understanding the concept of adherence involves three independent planes: the way individuals understand the health-disease process and whether they act actively or passively in self-care; insertion in society, which determines the potential for fighting life deterioration, directly associated to financial conditions; and the organization of work processes, i.e., the means that an individual has to earn financial income\textsuperscript{8,9}. In this perspective, adherence to PEP is recognized to involve conditions that are beyond a single user’s will, for this is related to the how users understand the health-disease process, how they perform self-care, and what is their social insertion and their life habits, in addition to easiness or difficulty in accessing health services, considering also how policies for fighting HIV are developed and operated in that individual’s reality\textsuperscript{9-11}. 
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After comprehending the conditions associated to adherence to PEP, it is possible to understand that the approach used in user care should be individualized; also, the construction of the care plan and follow-up should include and consider integral individual care, meeting its health demands (27-29). Also, the rapport with users is fundamental for proper follow-up of PEP, especially for nursing professionals, who often make the first approach and the reception (26-30).

This study had limitations which must be taken into account: only two SCS in two regions of São Paulo city, located close to the Center, were considered; whose results may not reflect the reality of different locations and profiles of users of other health services, as well as general conditions which interfere in the adherence to sexual HIV PEP. Also, only users who returned for the appointment 30 days after starting prophylaxis were investigated; users who started PEP and did not come to the service in the return date were not identified. Thus, verifying whether these users took ARV for the indicated time was impossible.

In addition to these aspects, the fact that changes were made to the original CEAT-VIH must be considered, since this instrument is applied to people diagnosed with HIV and their questions are targeted at following improvements in the users’ health status from the rapport established with the service, observance of ART, reduction of viral load, and increase in cells which constitute the immune system. These characteristics do not correspond to the population analyzed in this study, which used ARV for only 28 days as a prophylactic measure. An additional limitation is related to the small number of investigated users, i.e., n=49.

CONCLUSION

The variables which had significant statistical associations as conditions for adherence to PEP were not having used PEP previously and not having forgotten to take the medication. Factors that may contribute to non-adherence include being a Catholic or Evangelical, belonging to an economically disfavored social group, and having used PEP more than once.

Forgetting to take medication is an important aspect to be explored by SCS to elaborate strategies which enable the articulation between service and user, creating an open channel of communication for users during the prophylaxis period. Leaving users unfollowed for the 28 days of ART gives ground for the non-observance of PEP.

Services must establish a mechanism of active search for users who do not go to scheduled follow-up visits. Also, health professionals are responsible for recognizing the profile of their users and the conditions which involve adherence to PEP or lack thereof to contribute to plans for interventions to be implemented, ensuring that care is tailored to each service user and aiming at the success of the proposed prophylaxis.

Studies that monitor health service users throughout PEP use and follow-up are necessary to increase understanding of this process, which ranges from the initial orientation to the end of follow-up visits. Attention would thus be paid to the reasons for the lack of appropriate use of ARV, non-attendance of appointments and, consequently, a lack of adherence to the prophylaxis.
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